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BOBOVR M2 Plus Head Strap Twin Battery for Oculus Quest 2

BOBOVR M2 Plus Strap with Extra Batteries
BOBOVR  M2  Plus  Strap  is  the  perfect  solution  for  those  who  don't  like  to  wait!  Enjoy  endless  gameplay!  The  set  includes  not  only  a
comfortable strap for VR goggles,  but also 2 replaceable batteries designed for Quest 2 goggles with a dual charging station. You will
never be surprised by low energy levels again! Just reach for the extra battery and get up to 3 times more time for virtual entertainment.

 
Carefully considered design
The BOBOVR M2 Plus strap was designed with your comfort in mind, so even prolonged use of the goggles will not cause uncomfortable
pressure. The strap perfectly fits the shape of your head, and thanks to the extremely soft pads it adheres without causing discomfort.
The battery weighs 140 g - perfectly balanced it gives you an even better feeling of balance while using the VR headset.
 
Safe and convenient charging
Both the charging base and the battery pack have been equipped with sturdy magnets, making charging with the cable seamless. So you
can perform complex, dynamic movements without worrying that your power source will fall. Don't waste time waiting for your goggles
to be ready for use again - just swap out the battery and get some extra gaming time! Thanks to the hot swap function, you can do this
without having to turn off all your equipment.
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Batteries always ready to go
In the set you will  find a dual charging station. Equipped with sturdy magnets, it  ensures that the charged batteries stay in place and
charge  without  interference.  It  makes  your  VR  headset  ready  for  any  situation  -  2  fully  charged  additional  batteries  will  allow  you  to
extend your gaming time by up to 6-9 hours.
 
Included
Head strap
PU leather pad
Honeycomb pad
Dual docking station
B2 x 2 battery pack
USB-C charging cable
Manual
	Manufacturer
	BOBOVR
	Model
	M2 Plus-2
	Material
	ABS + PC
	
	
Charging station
.
	Input power
	5V/2.6A
	Output power
	5V/2.6A
	Dimensions
	100 x 38 x 43 mm
	
	
Battery
.
	Capacity
	5200 mAh
	Input/output power
	5V/2.6A
	Charging time
	approximately 3 hours
	Battery type
	Lithium

Price:

Before: € 95.0052

Now: € 87.99
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IT Accessories, Akcesoria VR, VR accessories
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